
Spooky tales at the Nichols Library 

Here are seven stories certain to send a chill up the spine and the raise of the hairs on the back 

of the neck.  Just the kind of thing to put you in the mood for Halloween night.  On hand are the current 

crop of ghoulish suspense, a classic, some DVDs and a real-life story to summon up some holiday spirits.  

in Stephen King's 1977 masterpiece The Shining, little Danny Torrance was being comforted 

after the death of his father.  In Doctor Sleep,  Danny is now a middle-aged man, still living in the 

troubling images of the magic mirror prophesied by Lou Torrance. Eventually though, he finds peace and 

sobriety in a small New Hampshire town, where, with the help of a supernaturally attuned cat, he helps 

dying patients at a nursing home. That relative tranquility ends, however, when he meets 12-year-old 

Abra Stone and is introduced to the almost immortal children torturers of The True Knot.  Syas Margaret 

Atwood (NYT): “by the end of this book your fingers will be mere stubs of their former selves.”  

In NOS42, author Joe Hill introduces Charlie Manx, who, every year,  takes one or two "special" 

children in his vintage Rolls Royce (license plate reads "NOS4A2") to Christmasland,   where they get to 

experience the joy of Christmas morning every day and never grow up.  What child wouldn't want to live 

in a place where it's Christmas every day?   But underneath the pretty wrapping paper, Christmasland is 

not all that it seems. Book Riot suggests  that that you  “read it with the lights on and your children 

locked in a closet.”   

 In Deeply Odd by Dean Koontz , an unplanned encounter with a hateful trucker leads Thomas to 

put his own life on the line to save the lives of the three children who will otherwise die at the hands of 

the man. Thomas, you see, has a special gift that allows him to see not just the spirits of the dead   but 

also events that have not yet happened but certainly will, unless he intervenes.  Expect  “suspense, 

tension, and surprising plot twist (Tampa Tribune).” 

 Gillian Flynn writes suspense with a dark edge.  Her first two stories, Sharp Objects and Dark 

Places,  involve characters returning to crime scenes of the past .  Her breakout bestseller Gone Girl, tells 

a tale of a marriage gone wrong.  The verdict? “ Ice-pick sharp (Janet Maslin, NYT).” 

In The Ocean at the End of the Lane by Neil Gaiman, an artist returns to his childhood home in 

the English countryside to recover his memory of events that nearly destroyed him and his family when 

he was seven.  Suspense  rating? It  “keeps its talons in you long after you’ve finished NY Post).” 

  Prefer a classic?  In  The Turn of the Screw, a young governess  begins to see around the grounds 

of the estate the figures of a man and woman whom she does not recognize. These figures come and go 

at will without ever being seen or challenged by other members of the household, and they seem to the 

governess to be supernatural.  Are they real?  Read and discover.   Or, dip into one of Edgar Allen Poe’s 

tales of the macabre.    

  Looking for a scary movie?  The library can offer  current hits  like The Host (based on the 

Stephanie Meyer story), classics like Nosferatu, the original vampire epic, and parodies like Amry of 

Darkness, about a hardware clerk who finds himself embroiled with the Living Dead.         



Finally, we even have something spooky for non-fictions readers.  United States of Paranoia by 

discusses the omnipresence of conspiracy theories in American culture, Witchcraft scares to the War on 

Terror.  He explores how an idea can take hold, grow, and permeate the culture and shows the fear of 

intrigue and subversion more common than we might like to think. Booklist calls this a “lively, extremely 

interesting, and occasionally more than slightly scary book.” 

  

  


